Abstract. The Chinese school video dictionary is a kind of teaching application software which is designed by using multimedia courseware. It focuses primarily on a combination of the multimedia technology and Chinese knowledge in school class. The programming realization was based on index data, data transfer, and efficient organization of data. In addition, to construct a video dictionary software is a goal of the designer. The dictionary database includes integrated thesaurus, exclusive pronunciation library and video library. The new Chinese school video dictionary considers four functions: query function, capturing function, vocabulary pronunciation function, and video display function. This paper aims at helping the teacher in teaching and many students in self-learning.
Introduction
Electronic dictionary is proposed in the late 20th century, when American began to research machine translation, because of one of the core translation systems is bilingual or multilingual electronic dictionary, also called machine translation dictionary. After the 1980s, with the popularity of PC, as well as the extensive spread of the internet in recent years and the continuous deepening of researches about machine translation, electronic dictionary was more and more interested. In recent years, based on multimedia technology for the use of the electronic dictionary the dictionary structure, form, language and other types of happened great changes, and gradually from the stand-alone version of the electronic dictionary to Internet single and combined with the development of the form, the more famous is Google Kingsoft cooperation version (Google and Kingsoft Corporation), Youdao, NetEase company, Lingoes etc. Over the world, there are many kinds of electronic dictionary, many companies are researching to design dictionary, but the school electronic dictionary is rare. In Vietnam, for the school's Chinese video dictionary does not exist due to: In first place, this kind of dictionary relates to education, therefore teaching method and content have strict requirements. Secondly, video relative to new words of Chinese classes in the school, so selection content of video is very important. Thirdly, its main effect is to serve to teachers teaching and students learning, but for other scholars it has not so high profit.
The study is a practical significance research on the effects of the promotion study ability upon the Chinese-Vietnamese language video dictionary especially upon multimedia courseware technology.
Using Research Tools
Visual Studio 2008 and Windows 7. 
Design Idea
The Thought Of Multimedia Courseware. In 1959, the United States IBM company developed the first computer assisted instruction (CAI) system, declared human beginning to enter the era of computer education. At present, the computer assisted instruction has been deeply entranced in the education of the school, the role of this technology has become increasingly prominent and has a very broad application prospects in the teaching work.
Courseware. courseware refers to the activities of the CAI, including the teaching content, accept the students' requirements and answers, guidance and control teaching activities and related teaching materials. In a broad sense, teaching software which has a certain teaching function can be called as the courseware, its function includes the following four aspects:  Provide for students a variety of professional knowledge;  Analyze the learning process of student, conduct processing and guiding students to learn all kinds of knowledge;  Improve the enthusiasm of students to participate in learning, to achieve a better learning effect;  Record the student learning data and update in order to achieve the digital learning process, help better control their learning process . Multimedia Courseware. multimedia courseware and traditional multimedia software is not the same, it is a kind of teaching carrier, used to support the teaching of specific subjects, applicable to specific teaching objects. Multimedia courseware is the comprehensive use of text, graphics, animation and sound and other forms of teaching courseware. The multimedia courseware can be divided into three types, such as text, image and sound. It can be said that the multimedia courseware is based on the requirements of the teaching syllabus and teaching work, through the strict design, and the use of multimedia in the form of software as a form of courseware. With multimedia technology as the basis for the preparation of the design, the multimedia courseware, comprehensive utilization of text and image data, change the traditional courseware to text as the shortcomings of main way of expression, so that students can through a variety of visual and auditory senses to learn and improve learning efficiency. Multimedia technology has considerable potential, the use of "human-computer interaction" to improve the information transmission path, better control of information, also can make the understanding of students' thinking and information convey more closely, can also expand people in sequence, serial number and other information processing capabilities. Compared with the traditional single media, the involvement of multimedia can make the students learn more and more senses and the whole range of learning knowledge, and improve the ability and effect of communication. Understanding of multimedia courseware technology, not to understand the professional terminology, but to understand the use of multimedia interactive, sense of the full use, in order to achieve the best communication results.
The Innovation Of Multimedia Courseware Technology. From the complexity of the old algorithm to the requirements of learners and the teaching methods of teachers, the following simple algorithm is proposed:
Play Flash Courseware. Content Of Video Knowledge. Knowledge of video production assurance: first, teaching method; second, school class knowledge of Chinese regulations; third, with classes in the school of Chinese new words in the meet and match; fourth, with the native pronunciation, speaking very standard.
Dictionary Structure. The main result of the dictionary consists of 4 parts: the place where the new words are written, the search button, the result of the search, the window of the playing video. In addition, in order to more beautiful, attractive and so on, you can add some pictures, animation, or music etc,.
Fig. 1 Dictionary result chart

Dictionary Design Method
The First Step: The Design Of The Interface. At this stage, many production in the design will generally courseware design window to full screen size, but when the size of the form design is the entire screen, subject to different display resolution is not the same, proportion 4:3 and 16:9 proportion, courseware in actual use tend to lead to real interface effect is difficult to achieve the original design ideal state. Therefore, it is recommended to use the Picture Box control to design a relatively fixed size of the control, in order to replace the form to run the program, in order to avoid the impact of the above problems. At the same time, it also has a good, too much form can lead to visual basic compiling the dictionary in the running process of running speed greatly slow, and Picture Box control as a carrier for the preparation of the dictionary, running speed is greatly improved.
Second Step: Color Design. Want to make a good, content depth, students learning convenience are essential, but also pay attention to the use of color in the design of the dictionary, with the rationality. Due to the part of the teachers do not have a knowledge of color aesthetics and psychology, although the contents of the dictionary is good, but color is not scientific, reading and practical, easy to cause the students' visual fatigue, or is difficult to concentrate on my studies, and 
Summary
The feasibility of applying multimedia courseware technology to designing Chinese school video dictionary is giving out ideas and methods. As we know, multimedia courseware technology based on the emergence of the Chinese school video dictionary brought the convenience, which attractive teaching methods of Chinese knowledge by every student. The designing process is fully illustrated all the search, pronunciation and video broadcast function in the paper. Further research purposes is to help the teachers improving the ability, technology and method using design dictionary, as well as they can design a appropriate expected dictionary by themselves. The goal of the research was to obtain a more usable Chinese school video dictionary for education and teaching. Based on the results of the study, we conclude that the new Chinese school video dictionary design can be an effective solution for Vietnamese students learning Chinese and develop Chinese in Vietnam school.
